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About this book

This book is the conclusion of a long and exciting 
journey. Since 2020, the Private Sector Development & 
Employment Promotion (PSD) project, in cooperation 
with the AMAR Foundation (AMAR), TAJDID Iraq 
Foundation for Economic Development (TAJDID),  Bent 
Al-Rafedain Organization (BROB), and the Norwegian 
Refugees Council (NRC), supported more than 5,000 
job-seekers over Iraq. The project provided training 
measures, in-kind support, mentorship, and advice to 
help them establish businesses or find employment. We 
also want to thank our partner, iMMAP, who monitored 
the implementation and collected success stories 
and lessons learned to improve future employment 
promotion measures. 

In this book, the partners introduce several young Iraqis 
who successfully used the support provided to start or 
advance their careers. The portrait persons in this book 
clearly show the capacity, talent and dedication of Iraqi 
youth, which made this project a success. 

The results displayed are part of the broader approach 
of the PSD project. It interlinks both, the policy level and 
individuals and job owners. It does so by improving the 
framework conditions for creating jobs or supporting 
access to skills and employment through work with 
the relevant ministries on the one hand, and capacity 
development for individuals and business owners on the 
other. 

We are proud of the achievements summarised in this 
book, which would not have been possible without the 
cooperation between GIZ, iMMAP, several implementing 
partners and the Iraqi Government. Additionally, we like 
to mention the support of the German Federal Ministry 
of Economic Cooperation and Development (BMZ) and 
the European Union, who fund the PSD project. Only 
through building strong alliances can we achieve long 
term results and successfully support the economic 
transformation and development towards a private 
sector-driven economy. 

With this, we thank all contributors to this success and 
hope you will enjoy discovering the many talents and 
achievements of young Iraqi professionals and business 
owners.

Adeline Defer
Head of Project
Private Sector Development & Employment 
Promotion Project
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Baghdad, the capital and largest city of Iraq. It is Iraq’s economic center and 
a crucial node for the petroleum industry serving as a center for commercial 
and banking activity as well as the financial sector. Sadly though, and alarming 
percentage of Iraq’s population suffers unemployment and poverty due to 
wars, corruption, and violence yielded in. Currently, both the public and 
private sectors are not able to provide enough employment opportunities for 
youths. Due to the difficulty of finding steady employment, a large number of 
universities’ graduates rely on daily wage jobs and skills-based jobs to secure 
their income as stable employment is a hassle for many of them to find.  

In order to increase youths employment chances and enabling medium and 
small projects of creating new employment opportunities, GIZ under the private 
sector development program with its implementing partners Bent Al-Rafedain 
Organization (BROB), TAJDID Iraq Foundation for Economic Development 
(TAJDID), and AMAR foundation aimed to engage youths in the private sector 
through a variety of activities such as technical vocational training, 
online courses,  medium and small projects funds, and toolkits support. 
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Ameera Raafat Ayyash /A-meer-a/, 26, is 
an ambitious young woman from Baghdad. 
She fought against all odds to fulfill her 
dream of becoming a lawyer and pursued 
a degree in legal studies in 2019. “For me, 
being a lawyer means that I am responsible 
for defending the rights of others” 
expressed Ameera. 

In 2020, Ameera wanted to continue her 
education by obtaining a master’s degree 
in Law and Finance. However, things do 
not always go as planned. The spread of 
COVID-19 and the subsequent lockdown 
imposed by the government, put a halt to 
her plans. Ameera stated “I felt depressed 
and unhappy during the pandemic, as it 
was difficult to get used to a new way of 
life,” then continued “I tried doing online 
courses during my spare time at home to 
develop my skills.”  

Ameera participated in the offered online 
financial management course at the end of 
June 2020. She wanted to take advantage 
of this opportunity to learn new skills and 
understand the strategies used in financial 
management. Four months after the 
training, Ameera started looking for a job 
that matches her recently gained skills and 
experience in law and finance. Eventually, 
she found a job with a travel agency as 
a finance assistant. “The certificate of 
participation I received upon completing 
the training has added more value to my 
CV and opened the door for my first post-
graduation job,” said Ameera. “Six months 
later, I quit my first job and started a new 
position as a lawyer at a law firm.”   

Currently, at her job, Ameera is guided and 
trained by one of Baghdad’s most well-
regarded female attorneys. Throughout her 
career, she has taken several marital and 
financial cases as well as assisted many 
victims of gender-based violence and 
sexual assault in their fight for justice.  

 Ameera
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Ameera also uses her social media 
channels to advocate for women’s rights 
and support voluntary whenever it is 
required and possible. “Successful lawyers 
have to keep educating themselves and 
gain expertise in a variety of fields so they 
can put themselves in their client’s shoes,” 
then continued “my goal of becoming a 
banking and finance lawyer in the future 
was made possible by the support I 
received from the financial management 
course I attended.” 

“My success as an attorney has more to do with my 
ability and competence than it does with my gender” 
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34-year-old Ehab Yaqoub Yousif /Ee-haab/ is a young 
Iraqi man who resides in Baghdad with his family of 
six. Since he was a child, he had been interested in 
all types of technology. As his interest in technology 
grew over the years, he decided to enroll at Baghdad 
Institute of Technology in 2008 to pursue his interests.  

Ehab is one of many recent graduates in Iraq 
who believe that their educational background is 
inadequate for the current employment market, he 
stated “I’ve worked in a restaurant for six years after 
college that was around 250 miles away from where I 

lived,” then continued “Every minute I spent at that job, 
I was unable to put what I had learned at school into 
practice, which made me feel as if I’m sinking deeply 
into depression and despair.” 

In early 2021, Ehab attended the vocational training 
course on car maintenance. During this training, Ehab 
managed to develop new skills in maintaining car 
engines and fostered a broad understanding of other 
car parts. After successfully completing the training, 
he was given a start-up toolkit to help him turn what he 
had learned into a source of income. 

Ehab
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 “Effort, determination, and patience can lead to 
success and major achievements” 

Ehab is currently a self-
employed mechanic. Using 
the skills and knowledge he 
gained from the training, he 
also utilized the toolkit skillfully 
to improve his on-the-ground 
performance.  Ehab hopefully 
mentioned “my long-term goal 
is to expand my business to 
offer services to different types 
of vehicle maintenance.” 
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Those were the words of Fadak Al-Zahra Aziz 
Kareem /Faa-dak al Zaa-hra/, a 23-year-old 
young Iraqi woman from Baghdad city. She has 
a Bachelor’s degree in information technology 
and have always been interested in computing, 
programming, and the latest inventions of 
technology within her academic specialization. 

She began looking for a career that would allow 
her to apply her skills following graduation. 
However, the COVID-19 pandemic and the 
ensuing decline in Iraq’s employment rate 
prevented Al-Zahra from finding the career 
she had hoped for. Yet, instead of wasting 
time during the city ’s lockdown, she began 
to educate herself and develop her skills in 
computing and programming. “I think that in 
this era of widespread online access, we have 
no excuses to neglect our own self teaching 
and improvement duties” said Al-Zahra 
“Nowadays, it is only a matter of clicking here 
and there to join online courses or training”. 
 

“To achieve 
professional 
goals, one must 
consistently 
invest effort and 
self-motivation 
in improving 
themself.”

Fadak Al-Zahra
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In mid-2020, Al-Zahra participated in the online training 
course in Microsoft Office software. Through this 
opportunity, she was able to sharpen her skills and 
knowledge, including building a database, data analysis, 
design professional presentations, and much more. 
Al-Zahra expressed that “since Microsoft Office Suite 
is a necessary and essential part of any job, I felt it was 
important to participate in this training.”  The training 
was implemented by GIZ, in partnership with the AMAR 
International Charitable Foundation.  

It has been two years since she participated in the 
training and Al-Zahra is currently employed with one 
of the biggest telecommunication companies in Iraq. 
Al-Zahra commented that “the training has made a 
significant contribution to my professional development 
and my experience using Microsoft Office software 
was the main reason I was accepted into my current 
position.” 
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Education is one of the most basic 
human rights, a right that Hanan 
Abdulrazaq Mohammed /Ha-nnan/ was 
not able to afford when she was a child. 
The 23 years old girl dropped out of 
school at an early age because of her 
parents’ financial hardships. She lives 
with her family in an aging small house 
in one of Baghdad’s most crowded and 
poorest neighborhoods.  

At the age of 15,  Hanan used to help 
her mother sew clothes for relatives 
and neighbours to make ends meet. 
However, when her father was 
diagnosed with diabetes, the family ’s 
financial situation worsened , and they 
had to cut back on many necessities to 
afford his medical treatment.  

“Every day I was living in panic, thinking 
of the future of our family and if I’d lose 
my father to illness,” Hanan continued 
“My mother always encouraged me 
to strengthen my faith in a better 
future. This belief greatly helped me to 
overcome negative thoughts.” 

Despite the difficulties, she persisted 
in her passion for becoming an 
independent tailor. A passion she 
developed over the years working with 
her mother and the need to gain an 
income without having to obtain an 
educational degree.  

A sewing needle and a thread were all 
that Hanan needed at first. As time 
passed, her skills as an assistant tailor 
were gradually developed to meet the 
purpose of supporting her mother’s 
small enterprise.  Gradually, their 
customer base grew. However, Hanan 
felt limited by her skills and the lack 
of professional equipment required to 
meet the growing demand.  

 Hanan
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“I used to work manually using only a 
sewing needle and a thread. I would 
end up with numb fingertips due to 
the pressure of the needle on my 
fingers, making it difficult for me to 
do my work properly. It took one hour 
to do something that might have 
benn done in 10 minutes if I had a 
sewing machine” said Hanan. 

At the beginning of 2021, Hanan 
enrolled in the sewing workshop. 
Driven to improve her skills, Hanan 
also learned how to use a sewing 
machine. During the workshop, she 
was taught sewing fundamentals, 
pattern reading, and clothing design. 
At the end of the training, she was 
given a sewing machine as part of 
the programmatic approach of skills 
development and providing toolkits.  

Hanan went on to share this 
knowledge with her mother and 
sister-in-law. “I believe that any 
lesson learned, or skill gained in 
life becomes worthless if it doesn’t 
become an asset to improve our 
lives and makes us better in serving 
each other,” then continued “what 

“The measurement of success
is not only through education” 

I learned in the workshop helped 
me understand mechanical sewing 
and how to use a sewing machine 
which enabled me to become more 
professional at my work.”  

Currently, Hanan is producing simple 
clothing designs. Her skills and 
knowledge grew to the point where 
she now serves more customers than 
ever. This success also prompted 
her to teach sewing techniques to 
her relatives. “I wish to open a small 
tailor workshop in our neighborhood 
to continue building my skills and 
experience with the intention of 
passing it to my family and relatives” 
she stated confidently 
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Hassan Abbas Qasim /Ha-ssan/ is a 22-year-
old man who was born and raised in Baghdad 
city. He is the youngest son of a six-member 
family. He had been always passionate 
about learning and expanding his horizons. 
However, he was unable to continue his 
schooling due to the financial hardship of his 
family.

At the age of 15, Hassan moved from being a 
school teenage boy to a daily-wage worker in 
order to support his family.  

“When I left school, I asked my friends and 
relatives for any job opportunity so I could 
make money and support my family,” said 
Hassan. “It was difficult for me to stay at 
home when I could otherwise work and 
provide additional income.”  

In December 2020, Hassan was informed 
by his friend of a tourism and hospitality 
training held in Baghdad, in which he 
decided to participate to gain new skills that 
could support him find a more secure job.

After finishing ten days of intensive training, 
he acquired new knowledge in the field of 
tourism and a better understanding of how 
to meet customer needs. 

Additionally, he was offered an internship 
opportunity to apply his new skills as a 
waiter in one of Baghdad’s well-known 
international hotels for a month. The 
training, and internship arranged through 
GIZ’s local implementing partner, Tajdid Iraq 
Foundation for Economic Development.  

Three months following the internship, 
Hassan was offered a full-time position 
in the hotel’s restaurant, due to his high 
level of commitment and the effort he 
demonstrated during his internship.

Hassan affirmed that “by participating in the 
training, I gained the required knowledge 
and new skills to obtain a new job that will 
enable me to achieve more goals in the 
future.”  Hassan
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“Dealing with daily life difficulties is not easy, but 
neither am I. I worked hard and I will keep doing so for a 
better future” 

Presently, Hassan is about to celebrate his 
first year of employment and, as a result, he 
is able to provide a more reliable source of 
income for his family.

Hassan also aims to develop his English 
language skills, return to studies as a 
student, and earn an academic qualification 
in tourism in the future. 
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Jannat Salam Abdel-Sada /Jann-aat/, 26 of 
age, sets her goals and works tirelessly to 
achieve them, regardless of any obstacles 
she encounters on the way. She lives 
in Baghdad with her parents and eight 
siblings. In 2017, she graduated with a 
Degree in Civil Engineering. “After spending 
two years searching for a job, finding one in 
my area of expertise was a dream coming 
true” said Jannat.  

Then the following few years, Jannat 
gradually improved her skills to meet the 
qualifications of becoming a construction 
engineer, but what she did not expect 
was that she would face harassment and 
bullying at work. She explained “most 
women in such male dominant societies 
can only do two things, and one of them is 
harder than the other, stay silent or resign”. 

“After struggling with depression for 
months, I’ve lost hope of finding a new job 
where I thought I would be comfortable,” 
then added “my mindset changed with the 
thought that things can get better after 
facing hardship.” 

To be financially independent and 
psychologically healthy, she decided to start 
her own business.  Jannat picked herself 
up with the help of her sister. This time, 
more resilient and with a fresh mindset 
and determination to face challenges 
and obstacles. “I’ve learned that people 
can lose hope from time to time, but 
Hope will eventually return after some 
encouragement” she expressed. 

Jannat participated in a training on 
entrepreneurship skill development in 
December 2020. She underwent a rigorous 
10-day training course where she honed her 
entrepreneurial abilities, learnt how to draft 
a business strategy, and gained a deeper 
understanding of the market and startup 
environment in Iraq.

Jannat
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 She then received a startup toolkit to help 
make her dream of establishing her own 
business into a reality.  One year after the 
training, Jannat successfully opened a 
stationery store in her neighborhood after 
spending months of planning with her sister 
who is now her business partner.

They both aim to deliver a unique 
service that has a positive impact on the 
community they want to serve.  “I found out 
there are three schools in my neighborhood, 
each with at least 600 students, without a 
stationery store in sight” then continued 
“the training helped me to see this as a 
business opportunity”. 

Currently, Jannat and her sister are 
preparing their business for the new school 
season. They have stocked up the store, 
increased their advertisement campaigns 
and started promoting their business 
through social media.

The sisters aim to expand their knowledge 
of marketing and advertisement for the next 
step of their business venture.  

“Despite how difficult life can 
be at times, hope is the only 
thing that keeps me going” 
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Mutasem Talib Salim Mohamed
 /Mou’-ta-sem/, is a 29 -year-old 
young Iraqi man who lives in Abu 
Ghraeb district in the western 
part of Baghdad’s city. Being an 
ambitious young man, Mutasem 
has had several goals in his horizon. 
However, his main passion was to 
own a photography shop. 

The absence of employment options 
in Mutasem’s area, which is about 
an hour’s drive from Baghdad’s 
city centre, made him struggle for 
several years. until 2018, when he 
was employed by the government. 
However, the location of that work 
was 70 kilometers from his home. 
“When I was hired in the government 
sector, I thought everything would 
be easier for me, but it was the 
opposite,” said Mutasem “I was 
spending more money than I was 
making on transportation and other 
expenses.” 

After COVID-19 spread, Mutasem 
was forced to make the difficult 
decision to resign from his position. 
To deal with the fallout, he opened a 
small store close to his house. A few 
months later, in late 2020, Mutasem 
participated in a workshop on 
developing entrepreneurship skills.  
He has received intensive training 
and a toolkit as part of the project. 
Through this training, Mutasem 
gained new skills in various subjects 
related to business management, 
as well as developing a broad 
understanding of the trends in that 
field. 

After the training, Mutasem made 
an effective use of the digital 
camera within the toolkit he 
had been provided with. he also 
increased the space of his market 
and created a special corner for a 
simple photography studioMutasem
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“I was spending more money than I was making 
on transportation and other expenses.” 

Currently, Mutasem’s market is the only 
provider in neighborhood that offers instant 
photography services. This has enabled him 
to expand his source of income and supply 
the neighborhood with essential services. 
“The training empowered my potentials as 
a business owner and provided me with the 
needed tools to grow my work.” expressed 
Mutasem 
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The COVID-19 pandemic had major 
consequences on everyone across the 
globe. Forcing governments to impose 
lockdowns also led to the closure of 
businesses and the abandonment of 
social interactions. which resulted in 
a major decline in economic activity, 
ultimately becoming a global economic 
crisis for those with limited safety net 
leaving many people jobless.  

In Iraq, the situation wasn’t much 
different from other countries. Many 
employees lost their jobs; one of them 
being Nahla Askar Musa /Nah-lah/ 
- a 32-year-old woman from Baghdad city, 
who graduated from college in 2013.  After 
being on the hunt for a job for a long time, 
she started working as a kindergarten 
teacher. “I was so excited when I found 
my first job because I like taking care of 
children,” she said, then a shadow crossed 
her face when she added, “but that job 
didn’t last for long, due to the Pandemic 
crisis in 2020, I was made redundant”.  

During the lockdown, Nahla took 
advantage of her free time to grow and 
develop her professional and technical 
skills. “I tried to apply for remote jobs, 
which lead me to question how would 
they accept me if I don’t have any prior 
experience in using computer software 
tools?” then continued “It was at that 
point when I decided to invest my time 
learning new skills at home, so I’d meet 
the standard requirements of advertised 
positions”. 

In July 2020, Nahla took part in a virtual 
training on data and procurement 
management. By the end of the training, 
Nahla learned how to manage data by 
using Microsoft Excel and gained a better 
understanding of planning procurement 
processes.  

After the training, Nahla redesigned 
her curriculum vitae (CV), adding her 
newly gained skills and making note of Nahla
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 “We can still be productive - even in the most trying 
of times” 

the training she attended. Eventually, she landed a job 
at a travel agency as a ticketing assistant. As part of her 
everyday job, Nahla applied the skills gained through the 
training. Four months later, Nahla’s manager promoted her 
to ticket reservation officer.

 “The training was very useful and provided me with the 
necessary skills that meet the requirements of the labour 
market,” said Nahla “I am now on my second year of working 
as a ticketing officer. Through that experience, I have a 
stronger understanding of the tourism market in Iraq, and I 
am thinking of starting my own travel agency in the future.”  
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Osama Zaid Masoud /U-ssa-ma/ is a 
29-year-old Iraqi, who was born and 
raised in Baghdad city, is enthusiastic 
about learning new skills, hence, being 
trilingual and fluent in Arabic, English 
and German. Professionally, he has a 
strong interest in the merchandising 
business sector and dreams of starting 
his own business in the future. 

In 2015, Osama graduated with a 
Bachelor’s degree in Civil Engineering 
and started his first employment with 
one of Baghdad’s most historic and 
well-known construction materials 
companies in Irad. With the company’s 
strong market presence, Osama 
built his confidence in dealing 
with customers and developed 
a fair understanding of business 
management.  

While things were going well for 
Osama, he faced an unexpected and 
challenging situation when he lost 
his job during the Covid-19 pandemic.  
However, he didn’t give up and Osama’s 
ambition drove him to seek other 
opportunities and learn new skills.

“Achievements 
worthy of 
celebration can 
only come from 
the willingness to 
succeed”  

Osama
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In July 2020, he was encouraged to 
participate in the online training course in 
information management and procurement.

As a result, Osama gained a deeper 
comprehension of the processes involved 
in procurement, and planning from this 
course, as well as the skills to manage sales 
data using a range of programs, including 
Microsoft Excel. 

All those experiences were of complementary 
high value to his original set of skills.  A year 
on from the training, Osama resumed his 
job at the Construction materials  Company, 

but this time with a more technical-focused 
approach. He has applied the lessons from 
the training to his tasks to simplify the 
process of dealing with many customers, 
which has resulted in a significant 
sales increase and improved resource 
management.

Osama spoke positively of his experience 
stating that “the training on how to utilize 
technology within the context of my 
profession has enabled me to improve my 
service delivery within the workplace. I used 
to spend hours on tasks, which only take a 
few minutes now.”
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Grieving the loss of a parent is among the hardest 
experiences in any person’s life. Qatr Al-nada 
Mahdi Kadhum /Qaa-tr al-Nnada/, 22-years-old, 
is a single mother who lives with her family of 
nine in Baghdad city. She was only 12 years old 
when she lost her father in 2013. Feeling like the 
world around was unravelling at the time, Al-Nada 
recalled “we had no idea what was awaiting us 
when my father died, but the expression in my 
mother’s eyes at that time said it all”. 

Afraid that her family couldn’t afford her 
education any longer, Al-Nada dropped out of 
school at the age of 15, entered into an arranged 
marriage that unfortunately did not last for very 
long. “Losing my father had a major effect on my 
life, making it nearly impossible for me to get over 
what I was experiencing after getting divorced,” 
then added “my mother is everything to us, she 
tried her best to support us in our healing process 
which at times felt like it was impossible”. 

Afrah, Al-Nada’s mother, jumped through many 
obstacles to offer her children a better life as a 
single mother. “When I lost my husband, every 
day was like a journey of suffering to make a 
living for my children. I collected plastic bottles 
from the waste and sold them to manufacturers,” 
then added “some people begin from scratch, we 
began from even lower. Today, I am proud to say 
that I was able to raise my children with my own 
money.” 

In 2018, Al-Nada and her mother opened a small 
market at their home. They chose to open a 
market as the closest market was a long walk 
outside of their neighborhood. Through this 
business, Afrah and her daughter aimed to fill 
this gap in the neighborhood and develop a basic 
source of income for the family as well.

 “I taught my kids that working hard is the only 
way to make money, it might not be easy, but it is 
better to die with honor than to live with shame “ 
she stated.  

 In December 2020, Afrah heard of an upcoming 
workshop aimed to develop entrepreneurship 
skills to be conducted nearby and encouraged her 
daughter to participate.Qatr Al-nada
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“my mother is everything to us, she tried her best to 
support us in our healing process which at times felt 
like it was impossible” 

Al-Nada took part in that workshop for an 
intensive 10 days of training. As a result, Al-Nada 
developed a broad understanding of business 
plan development and expanded her knowledge 
and skills. Moreover, she received a startup 
toolkit to grow the family business.

After the training, Al-Nada tailored her newly 
gained skills to develop their small market. She 
made good use of the toolkit that she was given to 
expand the shop and double the number of items 
displayed. “I didn’t want my daughter to feel down 
and broken after all that she has been through.

That’s why I encouraged her to apply for the 
training and supported her to return to school” 
said Afrah with a smile. 

Currently, Al-Nada is only two years away from 
entering college after returning to high school. 
Her family ’s small market is running successfully 
resulting in more customers and income.

Al-Nada’s ambition sees no limits in poverty 
and limited resources, she wants to finish her 
academic studies and make her dreams come 
true. “Every day at the shop with my mother has 
given me a feeling of hope that the future will be 
brighter than the past,” then added with a spark 
in her eyes, “I hope to provide a better life for my 
daughter and make my father proud by working 
hard and never giving up - no matter how difficult 
life can be”. 
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Ruqaya Hadi Hasaballah /Rru-qa-ya/ is a 20-year-old 
woman who lives with her family of eight in one of 
Baghdad’s poorest and most crowded neighbourhoods. 
Due to the hardships, her family experienced when she 
was a child, Ruqaya’s dream of going to school was never 
realized. 

In 2006, Ruqaya’s family was displaced due to the civil war. 
The same year, her father lost four of his brothers during 
the displacement and conflict period, causing her father to 
suffer major trauma that left him paraplegic.  

Ruqaya’s mother, Yasamin /Yaa-sa-meen/, 50-years-old, 
took full responsibility of caring for family ever since. She 
collected plastic bottles from wastebins and sold them to 
manufacturers as a way to make ends meet. 

However, in 2019, Ruqaya and her mother, Yasamin, started 
a small business in their own house. They baked bread for 
their neighbours and relatives. However, the lack of proper 

baking equipment limited the number of customers they 
could serve. “My mother taught me how to bake bread as 
she wanted to teach me something that would help me 
make a living,” said Ruqaya then continued “she showed me 
and taught me the tricks of running the business so that I 
could stand on my own two feet one day”. 

In December 2020, Ruqaya took part in a fully funded 
training on the development of entrepreneurship skills. 
She wanted to expand her knowledge and learn how to 
develop their small home-based bakery.  

After an intensive 10 days of training, Ruqaya received a 
startup toolkit to develop her family ’s small shop “I was able 
to share the information gained throughout the training 
with my mother,” continued Ruqaya “we have also made a 
good use of the toolkit that I was granted.” 

Ruqaya & Yasamin
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“I wish nothing more for 
the future but a life in 
which we aren’t afraid of 
what tomorrow will bring. 
There is always hope for 
development and better 
chances in one’s life.”

Nowadays, Ruqaya and her mother are serving many 
more customers, leading to a better quality of life for the 
family. “The training helped us improve the quality of the 
bread we make and better advertise for our services in the 

neighborhood,” said Yasamin confidently, then continued 
“I wish nothing more for the future but a life in which we 
aren’t afraid of what tomorrow will bring. There is always 
hope for development and better chances in one’s life.” 
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Shariqa Abbas Saeed /Shaa-rriqa/ 
is a 23-year-old young woman from 
Baghdad. She thrives by learning new 
skills and is always eager to defeat 
the obstacles facing her. Shariqa has 
always been interested in machines, 
how they operate, are maintained and 
manufactured and the possibilities of 
computing and machine learning, hence 
her fascination with the Architectural 
work of Zaha Hadid, a well-known Iraqi 
Architect.  

“My mother wanted to buy me jewellery 
as a graduation gift, but I chose a 
photocopier instead, as I wanted to learn 
how photocopiers work, and having my 
own was the best way to do so.”, Shariqa 
shared about her photocopiers. Luckily, 
Shariqa came across a photocopier 
maintenance training course back in 
January 2021 where she learned all 
necessary information about the world 
of photocopiers.  

As a result of the training Shariqa “gained 
extra skills to add to my pre-existing 
computer skills. after completing 10 
days of intensive training. she satisfied 
her curiosities about the working 
mechanisms of the photocopier 
machine learned how to maintain it.”  

After completing the training, Shariqa 
began seeking employment which suited 
her newly acquired skills and “was given 
the chance to work as an intern within an 
office supply business and was able to 
fix any issues with photocopier hardware 
issues.”. 

Getting that job and being engaged 
in office supplies companies due to 
her knowledge in maintenance and 
computer engineering has given Shariqa 
a new path of professional experiences 
and increased her confidence, she 
tailored the maintenance skills that she 
learned into her everyday operations.  Shariqa
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“I like to take 
part in tasks 
and contribute 
to work, rather 
than watching 
others do it for 
me” 

As a result of hard work and the push 
of confidence and maintenance skills 
she earned from the training, Shariqa 
managed to earn and higher-level job at 
one of Baghdad’s largest IT companies 
as a computer engineer, “with consistent 
efforts and willingness, I was able to 
develop both software and hardware 
skills that allowed me to reach where I 
am now”. 

Shariqa added that “I want to move 
forward to higher positions and 
continue to develop my skills for better 
opportunities in the future.”  
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Zina Kamel Abdel Din /Zee-na/ is a 31-year-old woman 
from Baghdad. She believes that each of us has the 
potential to make the first step toward personal 
development and continuously strives to learn and take 
on new challenges with enthusiasm. Zina graduated 
from the University of Baghdad, one of Iraq’s long-
established and respected universities with a Master’s 
degree in Physics from the University of Baghdad.  

Being a physicist makes Zina a curious person. 
Therefore, she continuously participated in a variety of 
workshops throughout her academic career to develop 
her skills in different fields and learn skills beyond the 
discipline of physics.“learning new skills will help provide 
me with new opportunities and perspective and that is 
why I am always keen to develop myself”. 

 Following graduation, Zina was given the opportunity to 
volunteer in events and project coordination with a local 
non-profit organization. Beyond physics, Zina developed 
new knowledge and skills, including graphic design, 
which she wanted to expand on within a profession 
that allows her to apply her unique perspective and 
creativity by working on designs that connect with the 
human senses. “During my volunteering experiences, 
I was impressed by the graphic design team and how 
they were able to bring images and movies to life 
through various creative designs”.  However, with 
limited financial support she found it difficult to find 
any free workshop or training that would enable her to 
improve her skills in graphic design. “I felt it was difficult 
to master this particular skill without any professional 
training, It seemed to me that I won’t be able to achieve 
my goal due to my financial circumstances.”  

During November 2020, Zina came across a graphic 
design workshop offered by the program implemented by 
Bint Al-Rafidayen Organization, so she took the decision 
to participate. She successfully completed ten days of 
training, during which she studied the basics of graphic 
design, as well as how to use photo and video editing 
software and tools.  

Following the training, Zina managed to practice her 
design skills as part of her volunteering work, the earned 
skills supported her in her desire to support the local 
community by creative advocacy and supporting the 
engagement between local organizations and vulnerable 
groups. Later, Zina honored her knowledge and degree 
by taking up the role of an Assistant Physics teacher at Zina
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“I firmly 

believe that 

I am the only 

one who can 

help myself 

grow in life”  

a private university in Baghdad. Mixing the wonders of the 
world of Physics with creative design and communication 
tools, Zina is combining these skills to develop better 
educational presentations for her students resulting 
in achieving high academic outputs in a subject that is 
considered one of the toughest to learn. This creative 
approach was a result of Zina’s abilities to step out of her 

comfort zone and learn new skills through the program, 
which took her career to a whole new level.  “I was able to 
make visually-appealing presentations that were easy for 
my students to understand, and a year later I was promoted 
to the role of Designer Team Supervisor within the 
institution”.  
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Diwaniyah, is a governorate of Iraq located in the southern centre of Iraq. 
It is traversed by both the Euphrates and one of its major tributaries, the 
Shamiya river. Diwaniya used to be a home for several major factories that 
manufactured tires, dairy products, and cotton textiles. Despite its great 
potential and resources, Diwaniya’s inhabitants are suffering from a lack of 
jobs and opportunities. 

War, damaged infrastructure, sectarian conflict, corruption, and volatile 
security situation hindered the development of the private sector. Many 
factories are no longer in operation and as a result, numerous employment 
opportunities are no longer available. Youth are suffering from economic 
decline, and it became harder to engage in the private sector through 
employment and start-up businesses.  
 
GIZ and its implementing partner, Bent Al-Rafedain Organization (BROB) 
under the Private Sector Development program aimed to decrease 
unemployment by improving the capacity of social and economic 
development centres to provide youth with training and tools to better 
engage in the private sector as employees and business owners.  
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Ali Alaa Kadhim /Aa-lee/ is a 29 year-old barber 
from Al-Diwaniya governorate in southern Iraq. 
He is the oldest son in his family. Since his 
parents got divorced, Ali took full responsibility 
for his mother and two younger sisters.  

In 2014, Ali started pursuing a degree in 
administration and economics. Unsure of 
whether he should focus on advancing his 
academic career or work to support his family, 
he eventually decided to do both. During 
this time, Ali studied throughout the day and 
worked in the evenings. “I worked at my friend’s 
barbershop to gain experience and work my 
way through my academic education ” Ali 
stated. 

Balancing a high education degree and 
maintaining a demanding job were tough 
to manage. in Ali’s words; “I had a hard time 
juggling between work and college to the 
extent that sometimes I attended lectures 
without sleeping the night before and ended 
up going to work with no energy. What kept me 
going was my belief that hard work pays off.” 

In 2018, Ali graduated from college, but he 
didn’t seek employment in the public sector. 
Instead, he focused on advancing his skills 
as a barber. The following year, he managed 
to open a small barbershop. “As time passed, 
I was able to increase my earnings by having 
more customers from the neighborhood,” then 
he added “when the COVID-19 pandemic hit in 
2020, I had to close down the shop for a few 
months which was a very challenging time for 
us.” 

During the pandemic, in November 2020, Ali 
wanted to take advantage of his extra time. 
He attended a training on entrepreneurship 
skills by Bint Al-Rafidayen Organization (BROB). 
Upon completing the training, Ali acquired a 
better understanding of the market, and knew 
how to analyze and meet the needs of different 
customers. He gained an understanding of 
the laws concerning small businesses in the 
country and received a start-up toolkit for his 
shop. Ali
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After the training, Ali reopened his barbershop, 
but with a different mindset. “I’ve applied 
many tricks from what I’ve learned during the 
training,” mentioned Ali “First, I changed the 
interior design of my shop and promoted the 
shop by adding complementary services such 
as Wi-Fi, water and even snacks. The shift 
that Ali made in his business by transforming 
it from a regular barber shop into a semi-
social space attracted more customers 
and built long-term relationships that are 
essential to sustain the business. Ali learned 
these strategies in his training that was 
complementary to his previous experience 
and needed for his business. Ali stated, “These 
changes led to a significant positive change 
that allowed me to move my business to a new 
location that is bigger in size and closer to 

“The hardest part of beginning a new journey in life is 
making the decision and taking the first step. Once that 
is done, the challenges become less along the way.” 

the city center within almost a year of those 
business development changes.” 

Currently, Ali has around 300 customers each 
month. Eventually, he managed to hire another 
barber to work with him. Ali also developed 
a model of giving back to the community 
by providing low-cost Barber training 
opportunities for vulnerable individuals. So 
far, Ali has trained over 20 people. In fact, one 
of his students started his own barbershop in 
summer 2022 . “It is disappointing to see youth 
in a similar age as me not putting enough effort 
to create opportunities for themselves and 
others around them,”  he continued “I believe 
that just as I was able to achieve success 
through hard work, anyone else can make it 
too.” 
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Ali Mohamed Salah /Aa-lee/, is a 
22-year-old Iraqi man who lives in 
the southern Iraqi governorate of  
Al-Diwaniyah. He is the youngest 
of his ten siblings. Since he was a 
young boy, he aspired to become a 
barber. His  older brother, a barber 
himself, was the person who 
motivated him and served as his 
mentor.  

“I had my first experience with 
scissors when I was just 15 years 
old. At the time, I was helping my 
brother in his barbershop were 
I have been working ever since,” 
said Ali, then continued “My 
brother encouraged me to pursue 
this profession and assisted me 
in improving my skills through 
practice.” 

Amid the Pandemic, continuing 
with his work as a Barder wasn’t 
possible, Ali, as many Iraqis 
lost his source of income and 
was forced to stay at home. In 
November 2020, Ali attended 
entrepreneurship training that 
was offered by the program. His 
aim was to hone his marketing 
skills and learn new strategies 
to better adapt to the regularly 
changing market and business 
models. The training didn’t only 
provide Ali with new business 
development techniques, even 
more, the training gave Ali a boost 
in confidence, in his skills as a 
barber and his abilities to better 
reach people. After finishing the 
training, Ali was provided with a 
toolkit that helped him to recover 
his business as a barber. With the 
new set of skills and the support 
he gained, Ali managed to get 
back into pursuing his dream of 
becoming a professional barber in 
his area.  Ali
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A year after the training, Ali 
resumed his career. This time, 
however, Ali is continuously 
developing his customer service 
skills and has better abilities to 
understand the market demands 
and how to situate himself 
within other competitors. Ali 
serves between 15-200 regular 
customers per month, which is 
highly reflected on his income. 
In Ali’s words “Thanks to the 
support, I was able to learn how 
to grasp the advantages from all 
the possibilities to  enhance my 
career, and, regarding finance, 
this has been my greatest year 
ever.” 

“I aspire to 

be the most 

successful 

barber in my 

city” 
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Karrar Haider Sahib /Ka-rr-ar/, at the 
young age of 26, is both a computer 
engineer and a carpenter from Al-
Diwaniya governorate in southern Iraq. 
He was raised in a family of a long line of 
carpenters, which shaped his personality 
and outlook on life. “My father used to 
take me to our carpentry workshop 
during the school summer breaks until 
2007. Then in 2010, he started another 
business, which is when I started taking 
a more active role in managing the 
carpentry workshop.”   

In 2013, Karrar started his first year of 
college. “My studies did not negatively 
affect my work, on the contrary, it helped 
me to develop solid computer skills, 
which allowed him to  advance our work 
at the carpentry workshop,”. However, 
Karrar and his family were forced to 
close their business in 2014 when the war 
against ISIS started.  

Over the years, Karrar developed a 
broad understanding of establishing 
and growing businesses. In 2020, he 
reopened the carpentry workshop. “This 
time around, I didn’t start it from scratch, 
but instead with ample experience under 
my belt. I always wanted to lead our 
business differently and offer creative 
services” he stated. 

That said, when Karrar learned about 
the available 3D max training provided 
by the program, he participated with so 
much enthusiasm, knowing that 3D Max 
application will enhance his work as a 
carpenter and allow him to better engage 
with his clients  

After the training, Karrar started 
providing free 3D prototype designs to his 
clients to enable them to imagine their 
requirements before committing to the 
purchase. As a result, he managed to win 
his customer’s loyalty and satisfaction, 
which drastically increased the demand 
for his services as a carpenter.  Karrar
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 “My main goal is not becoming rich. 
Instead, I want to build a good reputation 
for my business so that my kids can 
take over the workshop when the time 
comes”.

 Karrar’s vision is to work on continuing 
the legacy of his family by improving 
and sustaining the quality of their work 
beyond financial gain, in his words, 
“Money isn’t worth much without 
credibility and quality of service”. 

With this mindset and the newly gained 
skills in 3D max, Karrar’s business 
bloomed, and he started attracting 
customers from different regions across 

“It is a matter of perspective; when you focus on 
obstacles, you will only see obstacles but when you 
focus on success, you will become successful” 

the country. As a result, he managed 
to start hiring more workers at the 
carpentry. 

“This success is a step towards bigger 
accomplishments. When running a 
business, having competitors in the 
market is an essential part of the 
journey. 

Without their presence, it would 
be difficult to evolve and offer new 
innovative services to clients.”  
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Those were the words of Mohammed Adel Kareem 
/Moo-hamm-ed/ , a 29-year-old man living in a small 
village in Diwaniyah Governorate in southern Iraq. 
He was just 17 years old when his father died, which 
forced him to work hard to be able to provide his 
family with life necessities since he is the oldest 
member among his five siblings.

In 2014, Muhammed earned a diploma degree in 
accounting from the Technical Institute of Al-
Diwaniyah. The same year, he decided to work at his 
friend’s sewing shop with the aim of learning a skill 
that would ensure him a regular income. His decision 
was made after realizing the difficulties in finding 
job opportunities with his diploma in the village. “It all 
started when my friend offered me the opportunity to 
work with him, I discovered that I have a passion for 
sewing after a few months of working as a tailor.”

Muhammed made the decision to open a small 
tailor shop in the village five years later using his 
prior skills. Fortunately, he and his family saw a 
good influence and an increase in income. However, 
the ability to overcome challenges is what defines 
success. One year later, Muhammed experienced a 
significant drop in business as a result of his store 
size and location, the limited services he had offered, 
and the presence of other rival businesses nearby.

By the end of 2020, Muhammed participated in 
entrepreneurship training offered by the program 
His aim was to learn the necessary skills to become 
a better business owner in a very competitive and 
limited market. The training experience for him 
was enriching, he gained various management and 
communication skills and understood better how 
to analyze the lessons he learned from his previous 
business management experience.  

“When my father 
died, life became very 
difficult for our family, 
but we never lost hope” 

Mohammed
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Four months after the training, Muhammed utilized the 
new skills and the startup toolkit he was given after the 
workshop to re-brand his business, which helped him 
serve more people in a shorter time. He also added 
new services to attract more customers. “Now I have 
a clearer understanding of my business’s potential for 
growth and how to evaluate competitors” mentioned 
Muhammed 

Currently, Muhammed’s business has grown offering 
additional services that brought more customers 
leading to sales increase. This success resulted in 
the hiring of other tailors. Furthermore, Muhammed 
is conducting sewing workshops to teach people in 
his area on how to sharpen their tailoring potentials 
and make a source of income out of it. “In future, I am 
planning to expand my sewing shop and open other 
branches in my governorate.” 
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Mohammed Ali /Moo-hamm-ed/, is a 
30-year-old Iraqi man living in Al-
Diwaniyah Governorate. He graduated 
from law school in 2014. Since then, 
he began planning to have his own 
business, since he got his first job 
at a home furnishing company, 
Muhammed developed a sense of 
autonomy and a desire to become a 
business owner one day. “My first job 
at the furnishing company helped in 
building a solid understanding of the 
furniture industry”.  

His first attempt to become a 
business owner was through digital 
advertising. Shortly after his 
graduation from college, Muhammed 
launched a social media account to 
sell home furniture.  However, despite 
having years of experience in this 
industry, he lacked the necessary 
skills for digital marketing, which 
eventually resulted in a weak sales 
rate. 

In November 2020, Muhammed 
attended the entrepreneurship 
training provided by the program, 
his aim was to learn about business 
marketing and management, both 
online and offline. As part of the 
training, Muhammed developed a 
better understanding of the best ways 
to attract customers and what are 
the required resources for online and 
offline marketing.  

More than a year after the training, 
Muhammed managed to extend 
his business online and offline, he 
learned that in the furniture industry 
a mix between social media and the 
real touch and feel of the Products 
could be a complementary approach 
to reach more clients and earn their 
satisfaction. That said, Muhammed is 
now serving customers from across 
Iraq, his business is operating well, 
and he is on a continuous journey Mohammed
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“I discovered that 
going down a path 
without a clear 
idea of where I 
was heading will 
result in nothing” 

to discover the industry. “I was able to 
improve my business and reach more 
customers because of the training that 
I’ve received,” continued Muhammed 
“I learned how to use social media 
effectively to increase my sales and 
market the services I provide.” 
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“I found myself in a situation where I had to 
choose between finishing school or seeking 
work. I had to choose the latter so I could 
learn a skill that would provide me and 
my family with possible means of living”. 
Expressed Muntadhar Kareem Harbi 
/Moon-ta-thar/, a 22-year-old man, who 
lives in Al-Shafie’a village of Al-Diwaniya 
governorate. A village with a high rate of 
poverty and lack sufficent infrastructure and 
basic services. 

Muntadhar has five siblings, four brothers 
and a sister. His father financially struggled 
to support him and his siblings, which was a 
major factor in Muntadhar’s decision to leave 
school at the age of 17 and start working. His 
first job was 15 kilometers away from where 
he lived.  Over the next two years, he worked 
various odd jobs, until eventually, he settled 
on becoming a tailor.

 “Self-discovery is a long, hard journey 
but necessary for any person”, Muntadhar 
paused for a second before adding, “I tried 
many things until I found what I was good 
at, so I decided to seize the opportunity 
and expand my expertise. In our country, I 
believe the future belongs to those who have 
a skill that could be turned into a business 
opportunity”.

In March 2021, he attended a workshop 
for those interested in developing their 
entrepreneurship skills. It aimed to enhance 
the understanding of those who participated 
in how to develop a business plan and better 
respond to the needs of customers.   

After the training, Muntadhar found a 
training opportunity at the local tailor, only a 
10-minute walk from his house. 

From trainee to a 

business co-owner 

Muntadhar
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He worked there for free for the first six 
months with the aim of getting closer 
to becoming part of a local business, 
experiencing business management 
and practicing what he learned from the 
training. 

During that period, he supported the work 
of the owner tirelessly, until one day, the 
owner, convinced by Muntadhar abilities and 
added value to the business, offered him a 
business partnership opportunity.  

Currently, their business serves over 90 
customers each month. “I want to get 
married soon, as I wasn’t capable of taking 
this step until after I became financially 
stable,” said Muntadhar “I also have plans to 
open my own tailoring business.” 

“The training helped me to change my 
mindset,” Muntadhar stated, then cheerfully 
added “the key to success in any business 
is not only to have the right skills but more 
importantly it’s about getting to know the 
market and the needs of your customer’s, 
this will then allow you to be more effective”.  
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Muntadhar Numan /Moon-ta-thar/ has 
always been passionate about medical 
studies. Despite all the challenges he has 
faced, he was keen to pursue his Academic 
studies and successfully obtained a 
Master’s degree in Pharmaceutical 
studies.  

Muntadhar’s father passed away while 
he was still studying, which caused 
him an immense feeling of loss and 
despair. Taking care of the family ’s 
financial requirements was a burden 
that Muntadhar shared with his siblings. 
Inspired by his father, Ali developed a 
sense of responsibility towards his family, 
in his words, “I wanted to be like my father 
who spent hours working daily to ensure 
our living and provide us with the best he 
could. ” 

Muntadhar started looking for a job as 
soon as he had his master’s degree to 
support himself financially and put his 
education to use. He was fortunate to 
secure a position as a pharmacist in one 
of the hospitals close to his home. Being 
employed didn’t stop him from looking 
for better opportunities to develop his 
skills. In early 2021, Muntadhar attended 
the training course on Microsoft office 
suite software, this technical training was 
directed towards building the participants’ 
computer capacity and providing them 
with easier and more organized ways to do 
their everyday tasks.  

 Muntadhar saw this as a great opportunity 
to expand his set of skills by learning a 
new technical talent that would help him 
organize his work in a way that provides 
good results. Especially for a pharmacist, 
computer skills are necessary to organize 
daily operations, the training supported 
him in learning how to do so. Therefore, 
his productivity level increased, and he 
started to work smarter, not harder.  

One year after the training, Muntadhar 
is now still working at the hospital Muntadhar
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“I want to be like my dad who used to spend a lot of 
hours every day In order to ensure that we would 
always have enough to afford our living essentials 
with.”

pharmacy, but he also managed to get 
another part-time job at another pharmacy 
in the evening. He is managing both of 
his positions easily and successfully, by 
combining his excellent pharmaceutical 
knowledge and his newly gained computer 
skills to better organize his work. “The 
training greatly aided me in developing 
my career by utilizing computer programs 
to serve the demands of my job, which 
increased my opportunities and prospects 
for growth” mentioned Muntadhar 
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Basra is one of the biggest cities in Iraq located on the southern border 
between Kuwait and Iran. it is the city where the two main rivers in Iraq; the 
Euphrates, and Tigris intersect at the Shatt Al Arab waterway and into the 
Persian Gulf. Al Basra is considered the richest city in the country as it has 
enormous reserves and production of petroleum; However, the locals are 
amongst the poorest in the region.  

Agriculture, a key socio-economic activity in rural villages and a vital revenue 
source for rural households, has been negatively impacted by the increasing 
water salinity and decreasing water levels. Even the cattle industry has 
been severely impacted due to the shortage of potable water and animal 
feed, which resulted in a disproportionate effect on buffalo and poultry 
populations.  

Since 2020, NRC in partnership with GIZ implemented a project called 
“Building Resilience through Entrepreneurship, Agricultural Support and 
Job Placement for Vulnerable Communities in Basra Governorate”. The 
project provided farmers with the necessary training and provided them with 
seedlings, trees, poultry, and other necessities to sustain their agriculture 
and livestock practices.  
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Agriculture is the economic backbone of Al-
Nashwa town situated in Basra, for many of 
the town’s residents, their land is their source 
of income, it is what routes them to Basra and 
provides them with a sufficient means of living. 
Abdul Al-Eali Rasan Hazza /Abd-al-Aal/, 58, is one 
of the farmers of Al-Nashwa, he spent his whole 
life there, and he is the bread winner for his nine 
children.  

The five-acre orchard that belonged to Al-Eali 
was among the numerous fields that sustained 
extensive damage during the eight years 
war between Iraq and Iran back in the 1980s.  
After losing his primary source of income, 
Al-Eali started working as a storekeeper in a 
government-owned oil company in order to make 
enough money to support his family. “Leaving the 
farm is the worst feeling ever for a farmer,” said 
A-Eali, then he continued “when our crops were 
ruined, many farmers in my area, including myself, 
were forced to find other sources of income.” 
 
Only in 2016, Al-Eali managed to resume his work 
on the land as a farmer by purchasing dozens of 
date palm seedlings and scattering them across 
the arid land. Caring for palm trees takes time, a 
specific type of knowledge and lots of patience. 
Which Al-Eali had as a farmer. However, over the 
years, he started facing trouble growing his date 
palm production capacity due to the scarcity of 
water and the low quality of fertilizer. 

In November 2020, Al-Eali participated in a 
training session focusing on the production of 
date palms. He wanted to take advantage of this 
opportunity to sharpen his farming skills and 
utilize the agricultural tools provided to improve 
his farm and bring the decaying trees back to life. 
In addition to the farming methods training, Al-
Eali was also provided with high-quality pesticides 
and fertilizers for his trees.  

“The training was so helpful, I realized that all 
these years I was using fertilizers incorrectly,” 
Al-Eali later added, “I feel much more confident 
about farming now with the new information I 
have received.”.  

 Abdul Al-Eali
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Around 65 fully grown palm trees can be found on 
Al-Eali’s land two years after the training, with an 
abundance of dates. He is planning to plant more 
date palms, now having the opportunity to do so 
with the success of his farm. 

He stated,“ we are now able to get more money than 
in the past because we are growing healthier trees 
flowing with fresh dates,”. Al-Eali went on to further 
say “I have also built a new house near the orchard 
for my oldest son who will get married soon.”   

“My land paid the 

price for a conflict in 

which I took no part” 
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Fatima Lafta /Faa-tee-ma/ 
is a 53-year-old chicken farmer 
and a mother of 10 from Basrah 
governorate in southern Iraq. She 
was born and raised in a rural area, 
on the eastern bank of Shat al-Arab’s 
river. She became proficient in 
poultry care at a young age, as it has 
been an occupation passed down in 
her family for generations. 

As such, poultry farming was a 
major source of income and food 
for Fatima’s family. For a big family,  
their production made them 
self-reliant. However, with the 
widespread Bird’s flu in their area 
back in 2018, she started losing 
many of her chickens and so their 
business and food security situation 
was highly affected. As a result, one 
of her sons had to drop out of school 
as education wasn’t affordable for 
them anymore.  

“I used to wake up every morning 
hearing the roosters crowing, until 
that one day when I woke up and it 
was completely quiet,” said Fatima 
“I grew up relying on poultry as the 
main source of food and income for 
my family. I had never felt as down 
as when I lost my chickens and 
ducks.” 

Fatima learned about the 
upcoming training sessions for 
poultry production in late 2020. 
She attended this training with 
the hopes of re-establishing a 
poultry farm. She gained a fresh 
perspective on how to run a chicken 
farm and deal with its diseases  She 
also received 25 hens so she could 
start over.  

Two years have passed, and now, 
Fatima has constructed a small 
poultry farm near her home, 
taking into consideration all the Fatima
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“Our financial situation has always been fragile, but 
our faith in God’s will is what made us overcome all 
the challenges” 

instructions she learned throughout 
the training. She is raising over 
thirty kinds of poultry, allowing her 
to secure her family with food and 
income. 

“Thanks to the training, I was able 
to gain a lot of useful information 
about raising chickens in just four 
days. Now, I feel hopeful about the 
future and my abilities to support 
my family,” then she added “my son 
was able to return to school, he will 
start college next year.” 
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Hassan Jaber Dhahir /Ha-ssan/ 
is a 56 years old third-generation 
farmer from Al-Nashwa town in Basra 
province, he also works as a school 
janitor and is responsible for his 
family of 11 persons. As per the local 
tradition, his father taught him the 
basics of farming at a very young age. 
Since then, Agriculture has played 
a major role in his life, economic 
stability and social connection. 

On his five-acre farm, Hasan grew 
a wide range of plants and trees, as 
farming was their primary source 
of income. However, in 2018, Hasan 
suffered from a stroke which 
completely turned his life upside 
down. His family spent all their money 
on Hasan´s treatment, abandoning 
their farm for almost a year, causing 
all the plants to wither away. “Even 
though I was sick, the thought of 
my family losing everything worried 
me more than the idea of my own 
death,” said Hasan “I asked my sons to 
learn farming and work on the farm, 
as it is our heritage and the best 
independent source of income.”

In late 2020, Hasan’s health showed 
signs of improvement, but he 
couldn’t say the same about his 
farm. The land required special 
efforts to be revived again, with that 
in mind, he was enthusiastic about 
the offered training on Sadir fruits 
production. “My biggest motivation 
was refreshing my farming skills and 
gaining more knowledge about Sidir 
fruit production, as there is a peak in 
demand for them every year in Middle 
Eastern markets” stated Hasan.

Following the training, Hasan taught 
his sons how to use fertilizers and 
pesticides effectively and tips to 
plant Sidir bushes during appropriate 
seasons. Hassan
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“I gained crucial knowledge that 
will help me expand my farm, I also 
received high-quality pesticides and 
fertilizers for my farm and was given 
25 Sidir fruit bushes to cultivate 
using modern techniques.”  

It has been almost two years since 
Hasan received the training, and he is 
currently expanding his farm with the 
help of his sons. Now, his farm has 
a variety of plants including 25 Sidir 
trees, 12 palm trees, and other plants 
overflowing with fruit. “Recently, 
we sold more than 300 kilograms 
of Sidir fruits and 500 kilograms of 
dates, which significantly increased 
our income.” said Hasan with a high 
sense of pride.  

“As a farmer, I 
have a spiritual 
connection to my 
land. When my 
land dried up, it f 
felt like I did too.” 
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Farming Families in Al-Nashwa town are 
constantly at risk due to the ongoing 
environmental turmoil in the region as 
well as economic hardship and lack of 
access to necessary resources. Hasan 
Mousa /Ha-ssan/, a 54 years old, third-
general farmer and a father of nine who 
was born and raised there is among the 
farmers who live in this uncertainty and 
risk of losing their livelihood.  

As of 2018, the increase in the salinity 
levels in the water received in town led to 
the death of many date trees in the area. 
This had major negative implications 
for Hasan’s family as this was their main 
livelihood activity. “Every issue can be 
solvable, but when it comes to water, a 
farmer has no choice but to watch his 
plants wither and perish” he said with 
deep sadness.  

The following year, although the quality 
of the water improved, Hasan did not 
have enough date palms to continue 
with his farming activities. He had to 
make the tough decision to abandon his 
farm and move to the city in search of a 
job to sustain his family. 

“In late 2020, I was informed by a 
friend about a training that would be 
conducted in the town focusing on date 
palm production. So, I decided to take 
part in the intensive training with the 
hope of bringing life back to my farm” 
then continued “after the training, I 
received agricultural substances such as 
fertilizers and insecticides, in addition 
to the crucial knowledge I learned about 
facing challenges as a farmer and how to 
overcome them”.  

The training gave Hasan a push forward 
and hope to get back to his authentic 
profession as a farmer. Today, two years 
after the completion of the training, 
Hasan managed to restore health and 
production to his farm with the support 
of the agricultural substance and the Hassan
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“There is only one place on earth where I can truly 
call myself at home, and that is my farm” 

knowledge that was given to him. He now 
has more than 35 palm date trees and 
managed to make his way back to his 
community by returning to the village. 
Expressed Hasan, “We are currently 
capable of selling more than 250 kg 
every week. The training helped give a 
new breath of  life into my farm, and I feel 
more certain that I can handle a variety 
of obstacles I might face in the future.” 
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Lamiya’ Dinar Hadi /Lla-miya/, is 
a 38-year-old woman from Basra 
Governorate in southern Iraq. She was 
born and raised in an urban area, where 
farming was not ever a thought she 
would consider in her daily life until she 
married Jaber, a 53-year-old man, and a 
father of nine sons and daughters who 
lost their mother in 2013. 

In 2015, Lamiya’ relocated to her 
husband’s home in Al-Nashwa town of 
Basra Governorate, on the eastern bank 
of Shatt al-Arab River in southern Iraq. 
The transition from Urban context to 
rural living wasn’t an easy journey for 
Lamiya’. Having considered working to 
support her family, she found it difficult 
to engage in agricultural activities 
in the town as a newcomer. Many of 
the residents are cross-generational 
farmers, it was embedded in their 
everyday activities and deeply into their 
sense of identity.  

 

“I am now raising 
different kinds of 
poultry to consume 
some of the eggs 
and sell the extra 
to gain an income 
for the family’s 
support.”

Lamiya’
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Gradually, Lamiya’ started to struggle 
with sadness and a lack of purpose, in 
her words, “When I was relocated from 
an urban environment to a rural hamlet 
where farming is the primary means 
of living, I struggled with feelings 
of depression and lack of purpose, 
especially in terms of the support I 
should’ve been providing for my family 
and husband.”. These negative feelings 
lasted for a while until she started 
looking for ways to engage in the 
agricultural socio-economic activities 
in town. In late 2020, Lamiya’ attended 
the training on poultry production and 
farming provided by the program. Her 
aim was to learn a new skill that could 
be turned into a source of living.  

After four days of intensive training, 
Lamiya’ gained the necessary 
knowledge on how to prepare a 
suitable establishment setting for a 
chicken farm and how to make a profit 
out of it by selling the eggs. She was 
also given small support to start the 
establishment. For Lamiya’, this was a 
major step that increased her sense of 
confidence in her abilities. Therefore, 
she cherished the knowledge and 
resources she gained and established 
a small poultry farm close to her house. 
Two years later, the farm is still running 
and Lamiya’ is capable of supporting 
her family, “I am now raising different 
kinds of poultry to consume some 
of the eggs and sell the extra to gain 
an income for the family ’s support.” 
Lamiya’ expressed   
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The Iraqi-Iranian war is considered one of the longest 
in the modern history of Iraq, and people living in Basra 
province were among the most affected by it due to Basra’s 
location. Lo’ay Mustafa Rasan /Loo-a/, a 37-year-old 
was one of the men who lost their dreams to follow their 
passions due to the long war, he has always dreamt of 
becoming an engineer. However, that dream never came 
to life, he grew up to become a farmer as well as serve in 
the Iraq police force. He is now the breadwinner of his nine 
sons and his own parents.  
 
“War has stolen my dreams, and I still feel depressed 
because I had to leave school,” continued Lo’ay “I have 
nothing left but my children right now, and I’m determined 
to do everything in my power to support them in achieving 
their goals and ensuring that they get academic degrees.”. 
for Lo’ay, nothing good comes from war and conflict, war 
has left so many scars and people paid its highest price, 
many are still emotionally wounded until today. In order to 

adapt, with the support of his father, he learned the basic 
principles of farming to gain some extra income besides 
his salary as a police officer.  

Around the end of November 2020, Lo’ay took a part in a 
four-days intensive training on agriculture enhancement, 
which improved his farming skills by learning how to 
effectively plant different types of trees and develop a 
new understanding of how to deal with climate change 
challenges. In addition to that, he was given high-quality 
pesticides and fertilizers to assist the plants to flourish 
and expand their roots.  

For a young man like Lo’ay, the training provided him with a 
new perspective on farming and provided him with much-
needed technical and supplies support.  Two years after 
the training, Lo’ay managed to extend his farm to include 
80 trees loaded with palms and Sidir fruits. Due to the 
increased sales of his framing farming products, therefore, 

Lo’ay
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“My children are my only 
chance of regaining the 
ability to dream, which I 
lost when I was their age” 
he became able to acquire the financial stability to 
enrol his two elder sons in a private school situated 15 
kilometers from their house. Additionally, he was able 
to provide consistent transportation for his sons. “I’ve 
received a wealth of useful information and improved my 
farming skills, which ultimately led to an increase in the 
farm’s products sales and gain more money to support 
my family.” said Lo’ay 
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Mizher Mohsen Yousif /Ma-zz-har/ has always 
been fascinated with the diversity of date 
palm trees in Iraq, his interest started at a 
very young age when he started supporting his 
father at their own farm. Today, at the age of 
53-year-old, he is still living in Al-Nashwa town 
along with his six kids, still, believing in the 
preservation of agricultural heritage through 
planting and growing multiple types of Date 
palm trees.

In 2016, Mizher decided to grow another Palm 
tree orchard near the other palm farms he 
inherited from his father. “Iraq is the home of a 
high variety of Date trees, each of those types 
requires unique planting and caring skills. 
Therefore, it is rare to find a farm that contains 
more than ten types of Palm trees” said Mizhar. 
This challenge presented an opportunity for 
him, therefore, in his new extended farm, he 
tried to plant new types to boost his income 
and supply the local market with a new range of 
dates.

Two years later, Mizher received the 
devastating news of the passing of his 
son in a car accident. The loss of his son 
dragged him into a deep depression and a 
lack of enthusiasm for life. He lost interest in 
everything and specifically in continuing to 
experiment with Date palm trees production.  
“When my son passed away, I felt as if I had 
aged overnight. I completely lost my interest 
in everything”. Slowly, two years after, Mizher 
started to resume his farming activities 
with the support of his family. He wanted to 
get back to the farm to feel purpose and joy 
again. However, due to neglect, the farm was 
decaying, and the trees were nearly dried out.  

In late 2020, Mizher heard about the training 
on Date palms production. He took part in this 
opportunity, to reactivate his interests and 
gain more knowledge about their cultivation. 
The training marked a spark of hope for Mizher, 
in his journey back to farming he engaged with 
others who share the same enthusiasm and 
passion for farming, he also received some 
seeds and other necessary products that would 
help him revive his land.Mizher
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“The day that passes without going to my farm is a 
day that I do not consider myself to have lived” 

Today,  Mizher has successfully planted more than 
80 palm trees around his farm and begun producing 
more than 17 varieties of dates, which led to an 
income increase and made his orchard one of the few 
in the area to provide more than 10 types of dates. 
“The training sessions maximized my information 
about the best use of fertilizers and insecticides that 
helped the orchard to thrive.” mentioned Mizher with 
passion and pride in his eyes.  
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Many farmers from Basra lost their 
farming land during the Iraqi-Iranian 
war in the 1980s, they were forced to 
abandon the lands and reallocate to 
a different location until the war was 
over.  

Therefore, they have developed a high 
sense of resilience and passion for 
farming. For them, farming is part of 
their individual and collective identity 
as a community. One of the farmers is 
Mousa Mansoor Abdel Al-Kareem
 /Mu-ssa/, a 53-year-old lifelong 
farmer, who lives in Al-Nashwa town 
with his family of twelve members.

Back in the 1980s, Mousa was forced 
to abandon his 6-acre farm for ten 
years and relocate to a new place 
where he could safely live with his 
family. However, his self-driven 
passion to ensure the prosperity of his 
land encouraged him to resume his 
farming activities and revive his land 
upon their return. “My farm represents 
my family ’s history and culture in 
addition to being a place for me to 
unwind and earn a living.” said Mousa.  

In 2019 and 2020, Mousa lost more 
than half of the date palms he had 
because of the increasing salinization 
of the soil in the area where he 
resides. As well as the COVID-19 
pandemic. “Many of my plants 
perished due to the lack of fertilizers 
and pesticides in markets during the 
lockdown,” Mousa mentioned.  

In late 2020, Mousa heard about 
training on date palms production. 
He decided to take this opportunity 
to renew his methodological 
knowledge on how to deal with various 
agricultural issues, and to make use of 
any fertilizers and pesticides offered 
by the program, which were highly 
needed to bring life back to his farm. Mousa
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“My farm represents my family’s history and culture 
in addition to being a place for me to unwind and 
earn a living”  

After more than a year of setbacks, 
Mousa has started once again to 
harvest his date palms and sell 
them in local markets. The issue of 
salinization still presents a major 
challenge for farmers in the area, but 
with the new knowledge he earned, 
and the support received he managed 
to better deal with those challenges. 
Additionally, Mousa has planted 
more than 40 date palms extra on 
his farm.  “The training accentuated 
my knowledge and skills as a farmer. 
I wish I knew what I’ve learned 
earlier, I would have dealt better with 
challenges but learning late is always 
better than never.’’ expressed Mousa 
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Living with his ageing parents, four 
brothers and wife and kids, Qassim Sabeh 
/Qaa-ssim/, a 60-year-old-man is the 
only breadwinner for this fifteen-member 
family. They live in Al-Nashwa village in 
Basra province in southern Iraq where the 
poverty rate is extremely high, and people 
are lacking the necessities to live. Qassim 
is a farmer due to his family tradition as 
well as a retired school janitor. That said, 
his four-acre farm represents him and 
his family, the only source of income and 
financial stability away from extreme 
poverty. 

A large portion of Qassim’s palm trees 
were damaged during the Covid-19 
pandemic as he could not afford to 
purchase the necessary supplies to fight 
pests and diseases which decimated his 
farm. “When Covid-19 began to spread, 
everything changed in a blink of an eye. 
We couldn’t sell or save anything, which 
was the hardest time for all of us.” said 
Qassim.

During December 2020, Qassim 
participated in training for date palms 
production, with the hope of receiving the 
agricultural substances he needed for his 
farm, as well as expanding his knowledge 
of palm tree care. Qassim’s farm began 
to flourish once he began using the 
fertilizers and insecticides provided to 
him after the training. “Not only did the 
training provide me with the necessary 
agricultural substances to revitalize my 
land, but they also showed me how to use 
them effectively. I have also developed 
new skills to deal with any challenges that 
farmers might encounter.”

The road to recovery wasn’t easy after 
the training, he still encountered many 
difficulties due to many environmental 
and socio-economic challenges in the 
area. However, due to his persistence. A 
year later, Qassim is finally able to harvest 
the dates and sell them in the market 
again. The growth he achieved over the Qassim
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last year gave him promising 
hope to prosper. Yet, the 
greatest challenge threatening 
Qassim and other farmers in the 
area remains, climate change is 
causing rapid degradation and 
the lack of water for irrigation, 
which keeps all farmers living in 
constant fear and fagility.  

“When I stand on my 
land close to the palm 
trees and watch their 
fronds sway in the 
wind, I truly feel at 
home”  
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A war injury during the Iraqi-Iranian war forced 
Ra’ad Eaday Ali /Rra’-add/ to abandon his farm 
and move to the city. He comes from a family 
with a long history of farming in Al Nashwa town 
in Basra. For him, farming has always been 
a part of his youth, it shaped his character, 
passion and identity. Yet, he had to give it all up 
for a war injury. 

He lived away from farming for more than 20 
years. “It was hard for me to continue farming 
after my injury. I was left with no choice but 
to move to the city.” During this period, he 
moved from one job to another in order to be 
able to provide a decent income for his family. 
Eventually, Ra’ad returned to his land in 2017. 
For him, despite the separation, it was the 
only place that he considered home. However, 
his return wasn’t simple, he faced significant 
challenges as his land was dry and he had to 
start over from scratch. “Despite being lush and 
green when I had left, my land was absolutely 
dry when I returned”. 

Continuing to work on reviving his land with 
limited support, in December 2020, Ra’ad 
participated in a training for date palm 
production, which focused on gardening 
techniques, modern irrigation methods, 
date palm care, as well as effective use 
of fertilizations for enhanced growth and 
production of palm trees. “I thought the training 
would be an excellent opportunity to refresh 
my skills in farming, and indeed it was. I also 
received a set of palm seedlings to re-plant 
my farm, along with high-quality fertilizers and 
insecticides to help the palms grow in a good 
condition.” 

Following the training, Ra’ad was able to 
successfully apply what he had learned and 
planted the palm seedlings provided to him in 
his farm. “The training not only provided me 
with invaluable information, but it also gave me 
the crucial agricultural substances needed to 
get back into farming and revitalize my land.”  

Beyond the technical knowledge and the 
support provided by the program, the training 
strengthened Ra’ad’s willingness to get back Ra’ad
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“I wasn’t able to enjoy the 
best years of my youth 
due to the war” 

to farming, stay where he belongs and prosper with his 
family. Currently, Ra’ad’s farm has around 25 palm trees 
loaded with dates. In addition to the date palms, he 
has also extended the farm to raise cows and poultry. 
“In the future, I am planning to sell a variety of different 
vegetables, as well as animal-derivative products to build 
a sustainable income for my family.”  






